DATE
SUBMITTED

CONTRACTOR

QUERY
#

Tender Queries
(DSW-001) SOIL STABILIZATION, SMITH FILED TRACE, SCARBOROUGH, TOBAGO
DIQUD-2022-ITT-006

RESPONSE

11.7.22

CGEL /
Unisure
Limited are

1

We are seeking a consideration of an extension of two weeks for Tender Submission, from the current
date of July 18th 2022.This extension is requested as the time period to conduct and process preliminary
site investigation reports and the necessary surveys would exceed the Tender Submission deadline. These
reports would be the determining factor for our preliminary Design and Proposal .

An additional week for tender submission is
sufficient. No on-site work is required at this time.
New closing date July 25, 2022

11.7.22

CGEL /
Unisure
Limited

2

( 20.0 AWARD CRITERIA - 2- Design)-are seeking the consideration of an increase in the Score points
for this Criteria by the DIQUD-Design is the major factor of this proposal request and the Design
Methodology , Design Expectancy , Performance of Structure and the time period for construction should
be considered for a score more than 5 Points.

The current points system for the DIQUD will
remain.

11.7.22

CGEL /
Unisure
Limited

3

.Please confirm the DIQUD Design requirements for Proposal - ( Design Methodologies , Design
Expectancy , Performance of Structure, Etc) if this information is submitted the submitted proposals
would be of equal specifications and comparable.

Please rephrase the question.

11.7.22

CGEL /
Unisure
Limited

4

Please confirm if approvals would be granted from the DIQUD for site investigations and Surveys for
critical areas which may fall out of the roadway boundary on privately owned properties.

The DIQUD is willing to assist with any property
access requirements as it relates to the project.

11.7.22

CGEL /
Unisure
Limited

5

Please confirm by way of drawing the start and end point of the proposed area for proposal submission.

The area identified during the site visit is the main
area of concern. The contractor is to conduct soil
testing as far as he deems necessary to uncover the
issue and produce workable design. To reiterate, this
project is a design build contract.

11.7.22

WARNERS
CONSTRUCTION

6

List of Materials - Are we required to list and quantify all materials or just state materials needed?

No list and quantifying of material is required. Price
only

11.7.22

WARNERS
CONSTRUCTION

7

Please explain what is meant by Price Breakdown Schedule

11.7.22

WARNERS
CONSTRUCTION

8

Is there a specific timeline for completion of the project ?

Price Breakdown Schedule is the Bill of
Quantities provided to be priced.
The contractor is required to come up with his own
schedule for the completion of works.

